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Microsoft Expression Suite promises new levels of power in creating rich dynamic user experiences on the web; Expression Web, one of the excellent programs within the suite, is a powerful web site creation tool that allows you to rapidly build up standards-compliant web pages, style them with CSS, add dynamic ASP.NET functionality to them, and publish them to the web--all from the comfort of one program.
Foundations of Microsoft Expression Web: The Basics and Beyond is one of the first books available on the program. The author--expert MS trainer and MVP Cheryl D. Wise--starts with the very basics, and then takes you to an advanced level through a series of practical real-world exercises. No prior knowledge of Microsoft Expression Suite is assumed, and the book is written with a highly professional tone. This makes it extremely useful whether you're a beginner or an advanced web developer or designer who wants to make use of the software.

About the Author

Cheryl D. Wise, founder and director of WiserWays LLC, has been creating web sites since 1994. A member of the Guild of Accessible Web Designers and a Certified Professional Web Developer (World Organization of Webmasters), Cheryl first received the Most Valuable Professional Award from Microsoft for FrontPage in 2003 and has received the award every year since. She has been teaching others to create standards-complaint accessible web sites at Start to Web, and has been doing other online training since 2004.
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Windows Server 2003: Best Practices for Enterprise Deployments (Tips & Technique)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Your one-stop Windows Server 2003 resource

Discover the fastest way to migrate to Windows Server 2003 and begin to profit from its enterprise-ready features. Learn how to use the parallel network for migration. Design an Enterprise Network Architecture and follow feature-by-feature implementations. Make the most of Active Directory as an...
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Multimedia Data Mining and Knowledge DiscoverySpringer, 2006
Multimedia information is ubiquitous and essential in many applications, and repositories of multimedia are numerous and extremely large. Consequently, researchers and professionals need new techniques and tools for extracting the hidden, useful knowledge embedded within multimedia collections, thereby helping them discover relationships between...
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Arduino Adventures: Escape from Gemini StationApress, 2013

	Fun. We (your authors) wanted a word to describe our ultimate goal for this book, as well as a word

	we hope you (our reader) will use to describe it, and that’s the one we chose. There are others goals,

	of course, but in the end, when you’ve finished the book, we’re hoping you’ll have enjoyed the

	activities...
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The basic handbook: Encyclopedia of the basic computer languageCompusoft, 1981
When the 1st Edition of The BASIC Handbook was released in 1978. I was pleasantly overwhelmed by the response. It is with great pleasure (and a bit of modest pride) that I offer this greatly expanded and revised 2nd Edition.

The BASIC language has changed in many ways since 1978. With each new computer came new words, and with each new...
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CentOS 6 Linux Server CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	An all-in-one guide to installing, configuring, and running a Centos 6 server. Ideal for newbies and old-hands alike, this practical tutorial ensures you get the best from this popular, enterprise-class free server solution.

	
		Delivering comprehensive insight into CentOS server with a series of starting points that show you...
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Statistical Signal Processing: Frequency Estimation (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2012

	Signal processing may broadly be considered to involve the recovery of information from physical observations. The received signal is usually disturbed by thermal, electrical, atmospheric or intentional interferences. Due to the random nature of the signal, statistical techniques play an important role in analyzing the signal. Statistics is...
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